Self-Service Analytics on a
Fully-Managed Data Lake

Achieve true data democratization across all organizational roles with one integrated tool to enable the entire
analytical lifecycle. Explore, Prepare, Analyze, and Visualize data using a no-code platform on your own private
data cloud, without any DevOps resources or specialized expertise.

Everything that the big data analyst needs
Production-ready cloud
environment delivered
ready for data loading,
storage, and analytics

Simple drag-and-drop
designer for data transformation, OLAP, and visualization

Reusable datasets and
pipelines for better
collaboration

Support for advanced
analytics, including
machine learning and
predictive analytics

Self-service Analytics environment that combines Accelerite ShareInsights
with Cazena’s Fully-Managed Data Lake as a Service
IT User

Data Analyst

Business User

Data Scientist

Data Governance

Pipelines

Dashboard

Jupyter Notebooks

Advanced Analytics Capabilities
Machine Learning
Predictive Analytics

Live Stream Data

Enterprise Database

External Data Sources
Documents
Social/ Text/ Log
Transactional data
Multi-media
IOT

Key Features
Big Data as a Service

Quick Deployment

Reduced Risk

Self-Service

Reusable Data Products

Fully-managed data lake with
automation, DevOps built-in
and 24*7 production
operations included

Consistent cloud experience
provisioned in hours without
building infrastructure or
stitching together components

Single-tenant data lake
architecture, built-in
encryption, continuous
monitoring and support
including patching and
resolution

Drag and drop interface to
create interactive pipelines
for data processing and
visualization directly over a
fully-managed data lake

Reuse and versioning of
datasets, workflows, and
dashboards

End-to-End

Built-In Library

Machine Learning

Interactive Viewer

Collaboration

Data preparation, analysis,
and visualization as a single
integrated process

Rich library of 70+ widgets,
tasks, and connectors with
support for stored and
live-streamed data

Drag and drop visual
controls to execute Jupyter
notebooks with support for
100+ algorithms using R and
Spark ML

Powerful interactive viewer
with the ability to explore
datasets, identify trends, and
make predictions

Ability to share insights and
build off each other’s
datasets, pipelines, and
dashboards

Why ShareInsights with Cazena

10 times faster data
project deployment time
and 50% lower costs with
big data as a service

Data preparation,
visualization, and machine
learning under one roof

Secure single tenant
architecture with
around-the-clock security
and built-in data
governance

Exhaustive library of
widgets, tasks, and
workflows for analysis

Democratized machine
learning to unleash a
culture of citizen data
scientists

ShareInsights Inside the Organization

ShareInsights Designer

ShareInsights Viewer

Powerful designer to run advanced
analytics over terabytes of data using a
simple drag and drop interface

Rich, interactive designer especially for
business users to create lucid and beautiful
reports

About Accelerite
Accelerite is a Silicon Valley based company delivering secure business-critical infrastructure software for Global 1000 enterprises. Accelerite's product suite
includes hybrid cloud infrastructure, risk-based authentication, endpoint security, big data analytics, and the Internet of Things.
To know more about Accelerite ShareInsights, visit www.accelerite.com/shareinsights

About Cazena
Cazena makes it simple, secure and cost-effective for enterprises to run data and analytics workloads on Microsoft Azure and AWS. Solutions combine
best-of-breed technologies with an automated platform, intelligent security model and expert team. Cazena was founded by industry veterans behind the
popular Netezza data warehousing appliance and attracted an elite team of advisors and data-savvy leadership.
To know more about Cazena, visit www.cazena.com

